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Quibi
Introduction
WndrCo, LLC was founded by Jeffrey Katzenberg
following NBC Universal’s acquisition of DreamWorks
Animation in 2016 where he was CEO.
WndrCo operates as an investment holding company
and through its subsidiaries, invests in digital media,
venture capital, and information tech sectors.
WndrCo’s primary bet today has been on Quibi, Jeffrey
Katzenberg's plan to create premium short-form
content for mobile phones with top quality talent.
Targeting big name talent and production levels “to rival
HBO and Netflix” with budgets as high as $100-150k p/
min versus Facebook Watch budgets <$20k.
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Source: Company statements

“It’s unbelievable how many hours we all spend watching great TV
content today and, separately, how much time we are consuming
short-form content… so why can’t those two worlds come together
in what is a new creative and business alignment?”
Jeffrey Katzenberg, Founder, Managing Partner at WndrCo, LLC

Quibi
Investment Overview
WndrCo raised $600 million to build a global video platform for short and mid-form content in 2017, initially
called New TV but subsequently named Quibi (short for Quick Bites).
In August 2018 they took this total to $1 billion, with investors including strategic investors and an unrivalled list of
major media players, who offer not just financing but the ability for Quibi to tap the studios’ creative talent.
According to sources, the 10 studios invested about $25 million each, with undoubtedly an investment rationale
closely linked to getting the inside track to production projects from Quibi.
Quibi Investors
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Disney

WarnerMedia

Alibaba Group

21st Century Fox

Lionsgate

Madrone Capital Partners

NBCUniversal

MGM

Goldman Sachs

Sony Pictures Entertainment

ITV

JPMorgan Chase & Co.

Viacom

Entertainment One

Liberty Global

Source: Company statements

Quibi
Proposition
Quibi, launching in 2020, is named for the “quick bites” of entertainment
it intends to offer consumers daily on their smartphone.
It’s proposition is to upscale the short-form market, capturing the allimportant 18-35 year-old segment with a new level of production.
Distribution will be via the typical operating systems and devices (iOS,
Android, Roku, Apple TV), and through what Quibi plan will be Telco
distribution partnerships.
The planned offer currently has two tiers of service (similar to Hulu).
Subscriptions will be the “main driver of revenue”, with a $5-per-month
ad-supported tier and an $8-per-month ad-free option.
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“Something cool is coming from Hollywood
and Silicon Valley, quick bites of captivating
entertainment, created for mobile by the best
talent, designed to fit perfectly into any
moment of your day” (quibi.com)

Quibi
Business Model
In a pitch deck Quibi outlined their model, which included the assertion that they expect to spend almost $500
million dollars on programming for the service prior to their launch in 2020.
There were three scenarios, with the models (shown to investors) showing that they are not shy in understanding
the spend needed to achieve the scale they are targeting.
Subscriptions will be the main driver of revenue for Quibi ($5 monthly fee for the ad-supported tier and $8 for the
ad-free tier) with an expectation that subscriptions will account for 60-70% of revenue.
Content Spend
Scenario
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Subs after 5 Years

Year One

Year Five

One

11 million

$357m

$618m

Two (“Base Case”)

20 million

$600m

$978m

Three

70 million

$978m

$2,600m

Company Pitch Deck as reported by Digiday, January 2019

Quibi
Content
The plan involves building a significant volume of content from a wide variety of genres. The majority of the
budget going to super-premium serialised programming (35 titles in Year One according to the base case).
Plans will undoubtedly evolve, however as you move away from the uniqueness to the top tier content it is hard to
imagine yet how it is doing anything different from Facebook, Snapchat and other short form OTT services.
Quibi’s pitch deck breaks down its content strategy into three buckets
Top

Middle
Bottom
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Super-Premium
Serialised

$125k p/min (scripted),
$50k p/min (unscripted)

Super-Premium
Non-Serialised

$20k p/min

TV/Digital partner exclusives
brands with existing fanbases

$10k p/min

Daily News
& Sports content

Company Pitch Deck as reported by Digiday, January 2019

$10k p/min
news & sports focus

9%
10%
Base Case Share of
Budget ($600m)

20%

62%
Super-Premium Serialised
Super-Premium Non-Serialised
Middle Tier
Bottom Tier

Quibi
Content
Big names, including Leonardo DiCaprio, Antoine
Fuqua and Guillermo del Toro, are on board.
Although content is all in short-form, Katzenberg has
said of his biggest budget projects; “We’re not asking
people to tell 10-min stories; we’re asking them to tell
2-4 hour stories… we’re not giving [filmmakers] some
tight little box and asking them to produce, [we’re] just
giving them guardrails and saying ‘experiment.’”.
Quibi are proposing to pay all production costs plus
20%, with a seven year holdback against the short
version of the programming (when rights revert to the
producer) and only a two year holdback against a
repackaged long-form version.
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Source: Fortune Magazine, January 2019

Quibi
Content Projects
Current projects in various states of development (although not an exhaustive list) include:
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Title

Studio/Production Co

Description

Benedict Men

Entertainment 360, Unanimous Media (ex-NBA star Stephen Curry ProdCo)

Docuseries on high school basketball

You Ain’t Got These

Boardwalk Pictures

Docuseries on sneaker culture

50 States of Fear

Gunpowder & Sky, Diga Studios, Ghost House Pic. (Sam Rami & Robert Tapert)

A horror anthology series

Unnamed

Del Toro Productions (Guillermo del Toro)

A modern zombie story

Free Ray Sean

Fuqua Films (Antoine Fuqua)

A modern telling of Dog Day Afternoon

How They Made her

Unanimous Media

Thriller about an AI character

Wolves and Villagers

Blumhouse Television (Jason Blum)

Drama with Naomi Watts

Wild Kingdom

National Geographic

Wildlife docuseries

Inspired by

Justin Timberlake project

Music/Entertainment series

Quibi
Challenges
US Telcos are accustomed to bundling OTT services; AT&T has HBO,
T-Mobile has Netflix and Sprint has Hulu, all free in unlimited tiers. It is here
that Quibi is likely to live or die (they know this and are talking to the Telcos).
Katzenberg’s desire to marry the worlds of short-form and Premium is
refreshing, but the ability to charge directly for short-form is a huge challenge
that even their deep pockets might struggle to take on.
With all the major studios on board, the pulling power of Katzenberg and $1
billion, there is huge interest and undoubtedly the momentum to create a
market. However, whether it will be sustainable is the bigger question.
The production pitch is innovative, returning long-form rights after two years
(with Netflix originals not coming back to producers until 5+ years), but that
raises a creative challenge to what they are currently pitching - unique short
form ‘bites’ that producers may then be able to sell onward, but reconstituted
as long-form if they are to make more money.
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Quibi
The Market for Short-Form
YouTube remains the dominant platform for short form, but the market for digital producers has been shifting with
Facebook emerging as a strong number two and social media having the strategic rationale to invest. Other
ventures have tried and failed to make standalone moves in to short-form, with mixed rationale and limited success.
Facebook
Watch

• Facebook Watch AVOD service launched in 2017, initially short-form but formats moving longer
• $10-$40k p/ep budgets pushed higher to $50-$70k, but fees are 100% production budget +/- 10-15%
• Providers developing shows with a longer format so it can be monetised elsewhere but limited market

Snapchat

• Formats average 5 mins p/day (range 2-5 mins with 7/8 eps) in vertical aspect and no secondary market for content
• Heavily integrating brands with an audience focus of 16-25 (and 13-17) - 50/50 share on AVOD revenues
• Majority on revenue share only, but limited number of originals fully funded (some credits against future Ad $s given)

Go90

• Launch by Verizon in the US in 2015 - OTT mobile video focused on short-form (but added longer form)
• Became a catalyst for great hope for MCNs who were searching for ways to monetise content beyond You Tube
• Licensed large volumes of content with big budget - $200m in 2016 - but quickly lost traction internally and closed

Studio+

• SVOD ‘premium’ short-form venture from Vivendi, launched in France, Italy and Latin America in 2016
• 10x10 min series , budgets ~€1.2m p/series, 42 series made, largely scripted and available in 6 languages
• Invested >€30m and despite 5m subs by Dec ’17 they failed to grow unbundled subs and closed the venture in 2018
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Quibi
Pros and Cons
Pros

Cons

Mobile video usage growing fast

Short-form is synonymous with free

Massive budget available and set up
well with content creators

Telcos unpredictable and
inconsistent and will need to push it

Media and Silicon Valley royalty with
a strong team

+

_

Competition from both ends of the
market (Facebook and Netflix)

Producer appeal of fully funded projects
and rights returning after two years

Needs to find a place in the Social
Media ecosystem

Telcos need to reach millennials

Secondary market for this type of
content is unproven

Short-form as never (potentially) seen before

Producers will be eager to get commissions with a budget +30% model and the promise of more upside after
two years - but the long term challenge of getting people to pay for the service is not a simple one
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Quibi
Wrap Up
Quibi has a growing team of highly experienced executives. With Meg Whitman as CEO and then a long list of people
with experience in key sectors, including content (all areas), social media, short-form platforms, SVOD and related
technology positions. Whitman and Katzenberg offer a powerful proposition (albeit they will probably not represent the
best face of a business wanting to revolutionise TV for young adults) and it will be fascinating to follow.
They say they do not compete with Netflix and other SVOD OTTs, however the proposition has a contradiction. They
expect premium short-form content that also will be marketable as long-form. In doing this will they not be treading on
long-form SVOD services who already service subs with content that can be paused and resumed to suit their need?
We can help you.
3Vision help clients build highly successful content businesses through a range of expert
consultancy services.
We combine intelligent trend analysis and deep industry experience to give your business expert
insight. Our strategic advice is drawn from first-had experience and real world success.
If you would like a presentation of these results and our insights to your team, please get in touch.
Contact us:
+44 1225 636 200
contact@3vision.tv
www.3vision.tv
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Follow us:
@3Vision

